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Executive Summary
The following is an abstract of a study performed using crash reports from Alabama over the past
ten years. Some differences in the reporting process itself originated in July 1, 2009 when DPS
and several key local reporting agencies began using eCrash, Alabama’s electronic crash reporting system. In 2012 eCrash was used in over 90% of the reports.
Fatal crashes as a proportion of all crashes has dropped off significantly the last half of the
2003-2012 decade, and it has remained quite stable in the last four years. This reflects a trend
toward reduced discretionary travel by high-risk drivers, which tends to be in the rural areas.
Reinforcing this is the trend toward a greater proportion of crashes occurring in urban areas (an
increase from about 72% to 76% over the ten year period). The urban fatality proportion has also risen from about 32% in 2003 to about 44% in 2012. This is clearly indicative of a trend toward more urban driving and the accompanying benefits of reduced speeds and an overall reduced fatality rate. However, it also shows the need for more focus on urban crashes.
Concentration should always be on issues correlated with the most fatalities. The Statewide
Highway Safety Plan indicates that these include the following, in order of estimated number of
fatalities involved: restraint deficiencies, impaired driving, speed, hit obstacles, young drivers,
motorcycles, and pedestrians. Other factors commonly of high interest are distracted driving,
workzones and heavy trucks.
Restraints. Restraint use has increased continuously over the past ten years, from its 2003 level
of about 77% to the average over the past four years, which has leveled out at about 90%. Officer-reported crash data over the past ten years indicates that the probability of being killed in
any crash is 20 times higher if not properly restrained; 0.30% if restrained, 5.97% if not restrained. Comparable results are obtained for child restraint use effectiveness.
Impaired driving. This includes impairment to the driver caused by either alcohol or other
drugs, or the combination of both. Impaired driving crash frequencies follow the overall crash
pattern very closely, peaking in the 2005-2006 years, seeing significant reductions in 2008-009,
and then leveling off in 2010-2012 to about half way between these two earlier extremes. Drugs
(other than alcohol) are being reported at a much higher rate in the most recent three years. In
2003, only about 14% of crashes were reported to involve non-alcohol drugs; in 2012 this number rose to nearly double its value – over 27%.
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Speeding. There has been a consistent and obvious improvement in the proportion of crashes for
which speeding involvement was indicated in almost every year over the past decade. From a
high of about 10% of all reported crashes in 2003, it is now at a low of a little over 7%. The severity of speeding-involved crashes, in terms of both injuries and fatalities, has also declined,
indicating slower speeds and improved EMS (perhaps due to closer proximity to urban areas).
Hit obstacles. The pattern over the past ten years show continuous improvement in the relative
number of crashes involving single-vehicle run-off-the-road crashes into a fixed obstacle. From
a high of 16.7% in 2003, the reduction has been to 14.5% in 2012. These types of crashes typically occur on county roads and they are particularly lethal due to their rural locations (higher
speeds and less access to EMS). The observed reduction further supports the trend toward urban
driving, with the accompanying fatality-reduction benefits.
Young drivers (ages 16-20). There is a clear national trend of less driving by drivers in this age
bracket. Economics and the availability of alternatives play a very large part, and typically these
factors are in the more urbanized areas. The reduction is from the high of nearly 22% in 2003 to
less than 18% in 2012. Recognize that although their relative numbers have been reduced, 18%
for the five ages (16-20) is well over twice their expected number compared to all other ages. So
this remains a fruitful target group, especially recognizing that improved habits could be retained
over their lifetimes.
Motorcycles. Many have taken to the use of motorcycles in response to the rising fuel costs, and
this trend is quite apparent in crash patterns from 2009-2012, especially in the fatality rate of motorcycle crashes. This may indicate that the motorcycle demographics are trending toward older
and/or less experienced drivers.
Pedestrians. Pedestrian involvement has taken a shocking uniform increase in the last four
years. Recent national studies have indicated that up to a third of pedestrian fatalities are attributed to drugs and alcohol. The role of electronic devices cannot be ignored in that the injurious behavior of those using electronic devices while walking is well documented (i.e., distracted
walking).
Distracted driving. Although data to support comparable analyses are not available, this category should not be neglected. Everyone observes the frequency with which distracted driving
involving electronic devices cause abnormalities in driving, and the consequences are also quite
obvious. Chances of a crash increase from 4 to 23 times, meaning those who persist in this practice are almost certain to cause a crash. Federal estimates are that from 15% to 30% of all crashes involve some form of distraction. This is not only a major problem today, but it is the most
alarming, since it is almost totally correlated with general electronic device use, which only
shows signs of continued exponential growth.
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Workzones. Results here were mixed. There was clearly a lull in workzone related crashes in
the 2005-2009 time frame. And, while there was a sharp increase in the proportion in 2010 and
2011, this proportion fell back to its previous levels in 2012.
Heavy trucks. Large truck crash frequency has been reduced considerably in the second five
years of the 2003-2012 decade. While still much more severe than the most other types of crashes, heavy trucks are involved in less than 6% of fatality crashes, and the trucker has been found
at-fault in only about 25% of two-vehicle fatal crashes involving a passenger vehicle.
The complete report is available at:
http://www.safehomealabama.gov/DataAnalysis/CrashFacts.aspx
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Introduction
This document contains a series of CARE IMPACT runs that had as their primary purpose to
surface significant changes that have come about over the 2003-2012 time period. All of the
outputs are quite similar in that the red bars represent the relative frequency for the particular
subject under consideration, while the blue bars represent the complement of that subset. So, for
example, the first IMPACT compares Heavy Trucks and CMVs (HTCs) against all other vehicles (non-HTCs). The proportion being compared is the relative frequency (which might be
viewed as a fractional proportion or percent) of the total crashes in that category that occurred for
that year.
The expectation for any cell is 0.01 or 10%. Think of it this way: suppose there were no changes
in anything (and we mean ANYTHING) over the ten year period. You would expect the exact
same number of crashes every year, so one tenth of them would fall in any given year. In addition, you would expect that in any category of crash (e.g., HTC crashes) that one tenth of them
would also fall in each of the ten years. It is these actual proportions that are being compared.
When the red bars are compared with themselves then the overall increase or decrease of crashes
in general can be perceived. Similarly, the comparison of just the red bars among themselves
shows how the subject of interest (e.g., HTCs) increased or decreased over the years. Putting the
red and blue bars on the same display enables the non-subject crashes to serve as a control. For
example, in the HTC case, the number of non-HTC crashes would serve as a control to which the
number of HTCs could be compared. If, for example, the non-HTCs in a given year were 12%
rather than their expected 10%, then it would be reasonable if the number of HTC crashes were
also 12%. If this occurred it would indicate that something outside of the HTC population
caused that increase – something in the traffic mix in general as opposed to something within the
HTC subset.
Conversely, when it is observed that a subject (red) bar is significantly higher or lower than its
comparable blue bar, then we must conclude that something took place in the test (subject) subset that was unexpected because the same thing did not occur in the control subset (i.e., the nonsubject traffic mix). As an example, consider 2005 for HTCs on the following page. While both
the test and the control are higher than 10% (seems to be a bad year all the way around), the
CMV proportion was 12.255%, while the non-CMV proportion was only 10.734% (just a little
above its expectation of 10%). The OverRep column contains what statisticians call the odds
ratio. It is just the 12.255/10.734 = 1.142* – the asterisk indicating that it is statistically significant at a very high level. So we have no problem whatsoever in declaring that there was something going on to affect HTCs during this year that was not affecting the overall population. In
this case it could be that the HTCs were sustaining their mileage while the non-HTCs had a significant decline in their mileage. While we can prove that something caused this difference it is
not possible without further analysis to determine just what that something was.
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Heavy Trucks an
nd CMVs

As discussed above, the overall trend
t
of HTC
Cs was downn sharply unt
ntil 2009 at w
which time thhe
on regressed to about thee 2008 level.. The blue bbars reflect a fairly consiistent generaal
proportio
downwarrd trend in bib-HTC crasshes in generral with abouut a 1% dropp from 2003 through 2012.
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Fatal Crashes

Note thatt this comparison is for fatal
f
crashes and not for number of ffatalities. Thhe latter mettric is
subject to
o potential laarge influencces from a siingle crash, and for that reason we vview fatal craashes
as a moree reliable meetric. This poses
p
some in
nteresting asspects of thee fatality issuues, especially in
regard to
o the question
n: was the reeduction in fatalities
f
seenn from 20066 just the resuult of fewer
crashes in
n general. The
T chart abo
ove answers this questioon in the neggative. Colleectively 200442007 had
d significantlly more fatall crashes thaan would be expected froom the numbber of crashees in
general. We can see the blue barrs declining from 2005-22008, indicatting a drop ooff in crashees in
t result of decreased trraffic volumee). Howeveer, fatality crashes lag beehind
general (potentially the
c
regreess to their m
mean in 20100-2012, fatal crashes rem
main
this decreease, and as the overall crashes
at a fairly
y lower level. There aree a large num
mber of reasoons that havee been propoosed as causiing
this, but the
t fact that the recessio
on hits the un
nsafe driverss much moree dramaticallly than the saafer
drivers iss a major facctor. By “rellatively unsaafe” we meann younger ddrivers, olderr drivers (whho
themselv
ves are not neecessarily un
nsafe, but wh
hen they gett in crashes ttend to have far more fattalities), and
d drivers of older,
o
less crrashworthy vehicles.
v
Proofessional drrivers and coommuters w
would
be among
g those who are relativelly safe, and their
t
miles ddriven wouldd not drop ass much as thhe
others.
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Injury Crashes
C

We woulld not expectt injury crash
hes (which in
i this analyssis includes fatal crashess) to be as seensitive to th
he factors meentioned abo
ove that drivee fatal crashees). The trennd, howeverr, is quite sim
milar,
with a few
w notable ex
xceptions. In
n particular, while 2009-2010 were significantlyy underrepresentted in fatal crashes,
c
we find
f
them sig
gnificantly oover-represennted in injuryy crashes. T
This
would bee evidence th
hat the fatalitty reduction may not be so much duue to driver bbehavior as tto
vehicle crashworthin
c
ness. The sev
vere crash ev
vents are occcurring; theyy are just nott resulting inn
deaths ass often. An exception
e
to this would be
b in the areea of restrainnt use, whichh is certainlyy a
driver beehavioral factor.
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DUI Drugs (Inclu
udes all crrashes thaat involved drugs)

ugs were repoorted. It seeems clear thaat the eCrashh
This anallysis includeed all cases in which dru
adoption, which startted in June 2009
2
created
d a much highher tendencyy to report ddrug involvem
ment.
Noticing the stability
y in the numb
ber of reportts from 20100 through 20012, no inferences shouldd be
om any com
mparison of th
hese with previous yearss other than tthat the repoorting has beedrawn fro
come mo
ore completee.
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Run Offf The Roaad Crashes

mparison oveer the years is for run-offf-the-road, hhit-object typpe crashes, uusually involvving
This com
a single vehicle
v
(exceeptions migh
ht occur wheere non-conttact vehicles are involvedd). In a sensse
these are what might be called “u
unforced erro
ors.” They aare heavily ccorrelated w
with DUI. Noo
f
significcant over-reppresentation in 2003 andd
doubt theere is a signiificant downward trend from
006, to siignificant un
nder-represen
ntation in the last three yyears.
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Youth (Age
(
16‐2
20) Caused
d Crashess

nother extrem
mely positiv
ve trend, alth
hough it is m
mitigated som
mewhat by thhe drop off inn the
This is an
number of
o young peo
ople who aree securing th
heir drivers liicenses at agge 16. See thhe article onn
http://ww
ww.safehomeealabama.go
ov/InfoTraining/YoungD
DriverIssues..aspx under L
Links: Teens
Waiting Longer
L
to Taake the Wheeel. Teens allso tend to bbe more affeccted by the rrecession, looss of
their partt time jobs, and
a the increease cost of fuel.
f
The im
mportant aspeect of this annalysis is to recognize th
hat the decrease is from a situation in
n which this driver subseet (age 16-200) still is havving
about thrree times thee number of crashes
c
as th
he rest of thee driving poppulation. Thhis is a good direction, but
b we have a long way before
b
we caan say we haave arrived.
The follo
owing puts th
his into persp
pective. Thee red bars arre from 20033 and the bluue bars are frrom
2012. Co
omparing sh
hows that thee relative cau
usation of thhe 16-20 age group has inn fact come
down sig
gnificantly. However
H
it still
s dwarfs the
t older agees. And is well over two times the avverage for all ages.
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When co
omparing thee age distribu
ution of all crashes
c
in 20003 against thhose in 20122, the signifiicant
over-reprresentation in 2003 are in
n the 16-20 and 38-45 agge groupinggs. The signiificant over-representtation in 201
12 are in the 25-30 and 50-65
5
age grooupings. Drrivers are gettting older, aand
the aging
g of drivers, especially in
n the professsional realm is a real conncern. We shhould not lose
sight of the
t raw frequ
uencies, how
wever, which
h demonstratte that the prrimary targett for behaviooral
counterm
measures has to be the yo
oungest driveers.
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Speeding Involved Crashees

This is on
ne of the few
w extremely favorable an
nd consistennt trends – a ssmaller propportion of crashes
are being
g caused by speeding.
s
This will resu
ult in fewer ffatalities in th
that a reductiion in impacct
speed of 10 MPH will cut the pro
obably of thaat crash caussing a fatalitty in half. Thhis is the efffect
of sustain
ned selectivee enforcemen
nt that shoulld not be currtailed in thee future.
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y/fatal crashees (red bars)) against all speed crashees (blue barss)
A compaarison of the speed injury
shows that the severiity of these crashes
c
is alsso decreasingg, as would be expectedd. Speed is eentering in, bu
ut at a lower level of speeeding, which
h too will saave lives. Too further estaablish this faact,
speed rellated fatality
y crashes werre compared
d with all othher speed craashes.
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ng and demo
onstrates that
at the loweredd severity appplies to speeed
This conffirms the preevious findin
fatal crasshes as much
h, if not moree, than to speed injury crrashes.
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Motorccycle Caused and Involved Crashes
C

Note thatt this comparison is of motorcycle
m
caaused crashees, not all thaat they weree involved inn. All
of these years
y
have sttatistically significant diifferences wiith the only exceptions bbeing 2009 aand
2010, wh
here the actu
ual and expeccted were neearly identicaal. The trendd over ten yeears is obvioously
up more for motorcycles than forr all other motor vehicle s (viewed coollectively). We have noo explanation
n for the 200
09-2010 yearrs. Clearly from
f
2003 thhrough 2008 the trend inn motorcycle use
was up. When we seee sharp drop
ps in 2009-2010 we tendd to suspect tthat moving to eCrash m
may
have mad
de some diffference in rep
porting of motorcycle
m
crrash causatioon. The incrreased use off motorcycless as opposed to passengeer vehicles in
n order to savve on fuel coosts cannot bbe ignored. If
older driv
vers are taking up motorrcycle usage, this would certainly coompound thee problem booth
from a sk
kill and a surrvivability perspective. Clearly in thhe last three years the nuumber of mootorcycle cau
used crashes has been mu
uch higher th
han what woould be expeected in com
mparison withh
other typ
pes of crashes.
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parison abov
ve is strictly within the motorcycle
m
ccrash subset.. It comparees motorcyclle
The comp
fatal crasshes (red barrs) against motorcycle
m
no
on-fatal crasshes (blue baars). While tthis looks more
choppy th
han the priorr comparison
n, the low saample sizes rresult in onlyy 2005 to bee statisticallyy significant. What this means
m
is thatt while clearlly the frequeency of motoorcycle crashhes are grow
wn,
within th
hemselves they are not beecoming mo
ore lethal. N
Now there wiill be more fa
fatalities reauulting
from mottorcycle crasshes – that can be seen by
b just lookinng at the groowth in the rred bars overr
time. Ho
owever, this increase pro
oportionately
y does not vaary from chaance from w
what would be
expected
d from the ov
verall involvement. Notee the general
al trend in thee increase inn the blue baars as
well. Wh
hile in any given
g
year th
his is not sign
nificant, if w
we consider ccollectively tthe most reccent
three yeaars (2010-2012), all threee of these sh
how proporti onately morre fatal crashhes than crashes
in generaal, and this would
w
be an indication
i
th
hat the driverrs who havee recently turrned to motoorcycles migh
ht not be as proficient
p
wh
hen it comess to crash suurvival.
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Pedesttrian Invollved

This com
mpares pedesstrian involveed crashes with
w all otherr crash typess that do not involve peddestrians. This
T is an inteeresting patttern definitelly showing a general deccrease in peddestrian colliisions up until 2008, and
a then a drramatic increase after thhat to currentt. It is quite difficult at tthis
time to compare the prep and posst-2009 resullts because oof the changee in the dataa collection vvariable strucctures. At best his needss to be tracked to assure that the incrrease is due to the changge in
reporting
g. The increaase of 2012 over 2011 iss of particulaar concern.
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This is a comparison within the pedestrian
p
su
ubset to see iif these crashh types are ggetting moree or
t differencces within yeears is signifficant, and thhe number oof pedestrian faless lethaal. None of the
talities ov
ver the yearss has only vaaried due to chance (or, w
we can say tthat nothing other than
chance caan be assign
ned since there are no sig
gnificant diffferences founnd). The bluue bars here represent alll pedestrian crashes,
c
whiich seem to have
h
consideerably more variability tthan the num
mber
of pedesttrian fatalitiees. The increease in the blue
b bars in 22010-2012 should warraant this crashh type
being waatched carefu
ully as more data are acccumulated.
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School Bus Relatted

The charrt above show
ws very defin
nitively and with a majoority of signiificant differrences (200332005, 2008, 2010-2012) that the overall num
mber of schoool bus crashhes is increassing. While this
o the changee in reporting
g that occurrred in 2009, it is clear thhat this is a vvariamight be attributed to
ble that needs
n
to be watched
w
clossely.
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f
crash
hes per year involving scchool bussess over the paast
There have been lesss than three fatality
year, most of which did
d not invollve fatalitiess to the childdren on the bbus. Rather tthan lookingg at
fatal crasshes for whicch no conclu
usions could be drawn, w
we consider aabove injuryy crashes invvolving schoo
ol buses. Th
his will proviide a check on
o the abovee, since injurry crashes arre obviouslyy investigated in much more
m
detail th
han property
y damage onlly crashes. T
The above shows an alarrming trend
d toward greaater number of injury craashes involvving school bbuses, especiially when cconsidering the
t composite 2009-2012 time framee in which 22010-2012 w
were significaantly more thhan
expected
d in comparisson to the ov
verall numbeer of school bbus crashes. So we concclude that scchool
bus crash
hes and scho
ool bus injuriies are on thee increase annd some defi
finitive meassures to curtaail
these increases are in
n order.
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Cross Over
O Crashes
The follo
owing logic was
w applied to determinee cross-overr crashes on four lane rouutes:
(( CU Veehicle Initial Travel Direection = Nortth AND V22 Vehicle Innitial Travel Direction =
South ) OR
O ( CU Veh
hicle Initial Travel
T
Direcction = East AND V2 V
Vehicle Initiial Travel Diirection = West
W ) OR ( CU
C Vehicle Initial Travell Direction = South AN
ND V2 Vehiccle Initial Trravel
Direction
n = North ) OR
O ( CU Veh
hicle Initial Travel Direcction = West AND V2 Vehicle Inittial
Travel Direction
D
= East )) AND CU Trafficw
way Lanes = Four Laness

ver crashes arre quite important in thaat they are soome of the m
most severe rrecorded. Thhey
Cross-ov
involve vehicles
v
crosssing over a median and interacting w
with vehiclee coming in tthe opposite direction on four lane roadways.
r
Countermeas
C
sures to this that were im
mplements inn the 2006-20007
were insttrumental in reducing thee frequency of these crasshes, and wee can see this crash type to
be signifi
ficantly loweer in 2008 an
nd 2009. Ho
owever, it reggressed to allmost its 20007 level duriing
the last th
hree years off the decade. Still, the laast three yeaars are below
w the first thrree years, indicating reaal improvem
ment in thesee generally ex
xtremely sevvere crashes.
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Workzo
one Relatted Crashees

This is a very mixed situation, which
w
could be
b accountedd for just by the amount of constructtion
that was present in an
ny given yeaar. Construcction due to tthe stimulus may have ccaused the tw
woyear up-ttick in 2010--2011. Quitee favorably, this regresseed to its 20006-2009 leveels in 2012.
While theese variation
ns cannot be attributed to
o randomnesss alone, it iss difficult to draw any coonclusions when there are
a no consistent pattern
ns.
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Urban‐‐Rural Com
mparisons

b above reepresent urb
ban crashes, while
w
the bluue are rural. This reflects the shift fr
from
The red bars
discretion
nary driving
g to that whicch is mandattory (e.g., coommuting). It also helpss to account for
the reducction in fatal crashes in general,
g
since urban crasshes are geneerally less seevere. The ffollowing crross-tabulatiion shows th
hat well overr twice the exxpected num
mber of fatal crashes occur in
the rural areas, and th
he two higheest injury cattegories are also dramatiically over-rrepresented.
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